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4 
Results 

Ø  Shorter GSL for temperate and boreal à earlier start 

to senescence 
Ø  Multi-site optimisations compare well with single-site 

 
 
Fig. 2: The normalised fAPAR (simulated) and NDVI (observations) timeseries 
for the optimisation period (top); un-scaled timeseries (middle); simulated LAI 
(bottom) for boreal needleleaf deciduous forest. Prior and posterior RMSE and 
correlations shown in upper right. 
 
Ø  Due mainly to increase in senescence temperature 

threshold, but also for some PFTs to a decrease in 
critical leaf age for senescence (Fig. 3) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 3: Prior (grey), posterior MS (black) and SS (coloured) parameter values 
  
Ø  C3 grasses also controlled by moisture condition 
Ø  Some parameters hitting their prior boundaries à 

possible need for model improvement 
Ø  Tropical PFTs (TrR, Nat C4) unable to be optimised 

(see Table 2) à need for model improvement 
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1
Introduction

Leaf phenology plays a direct role in controlling the 
amount of carbon that is assimilated and released 
during photosynthesis and respiration. The length of 
the growing season (GSL) also indirectly affects the 
surface energy balance and hydrology through 
changing albedo, surface roughness and 
evapotranspiration, with important feedbacks to the 
climate.  A recent study (Richardson et al., 2012) 
showed that there is bias in growing season length 
and uncertainty in inter-annual variability predicted by 
most Terrestrial Biosphere Models (TBMs), some of 
which are used in IPCC predictions. The aim of this 
work, therefore, is to determine if model predictions of 
leaf phenology be improved through data assimilation 
(DA), and if not, can we gain insights into where the 
models can be improved. 

2 
ORCHIDEE phenology
 
Ø  Temperate broadleaf and boreal broad- and needleleaf 

deciduous (TeBD, BoBD, BoND) forests driven by 
temperature-related thresholds 

Ø  Tropical raingreen (TrR) forests controlled by moisture-
related thresholds 

Ø  Natural C3 and C4 grasses driven by both temperature 
and moisture-related conditions 

Ø  Senescence also controlled by the critical leaf age 




Critical leaf age 
 
 

Rate of leaf fall 

For 
grasses 

Temperature or 
moisture threshold 
for senescence 

Fraction of 
carbohydrate 
reserve used for 
leaf growth 
 

Scalar of temperature threshold  and/or 
time since moisture minimum 

Optimised parameters 

Plant phenology

J(x) = ½(H.x-y)TR-1(H.x-y) + ½(x-xb)TB-1(x-xb) 

3 
Methodology

Ø  Constrain parameters relating to the timing of the leaf 

phenology (onset, growth, and senescence) in land 
surface model ORCHIDEE 

Ø  Use MODIS (v5) NDVI (normalized to simulated fAPAR) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1: Comparison of different LAI products. The correlations between the various 
products are good but the magnitude of the LAI values differ significantly. For this 
reason we choose to use only the information on the temporal profile, in order to 
constrain parameters relating to timing of phenology  
 
Ø  Averaged at model grid scale, interpolated to daily 

timeseries, corrected for directional effects 
Ø  Model LAI to fAPAR using simple Beer-Lambert Law 
Ø  4D – variational/finite difference DA system, minimising 

the following cost function: 
 

                                                                                (1) 
 
Ø  Natural deciduous Plant Functional Types (PFTs) - 

boreal, temperate and tropical biomes.  
Ø  4 – 6 parameters per PFT (PFT fraction > 0.6) 
Ø  15 random grid points with available observations  
Ø  Multi- (MS) and single-site (SS) optimisations compared 
Ø  Spatial and temporal validation of MS values 


Figure 9. Interannual and seasonal variations of MODIS, GLOBCARBON, ECOCLIMAP,
CYCLOPES, and CCRS (only over Canadian sites) LAI over some BELMANIP sites during the
2001–2003 period. Triangle (circle) represent ground LAI measurement corrected (not corrected) for
clumping.
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5 
Impact on carbon, water and energy

Ø  Strong reduction in annual GPP due to shorter GSL 
Ø  Strong feedbacks on LE, albedo and soil moisture for 

forest PFTs.  

 

 
 
Fig 4: Top: annual GPP for prior and posterior (single- and multi-site) 
simulations for boreal needleleaf deciduous forest. Bottom: prior and posterior 
simulated LE, abledo and soil moisture. 
 
 
 

 
Table 1: Mean reduction in annual GPP (%) between prior and posterior  
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6 
Summary and Conclusions








Table 2: Summary of the performance of the optimisations for each PFT. Opt – 
optimisation, Sval – spatial validation, Tval – temporal validation. SOS and EOS – 
Start Of Season, End of Season. 
 
Ø  Optimisations perform well for temperate and boreal 

PFTs à spatial and temporal validation further 
demonstration of ability of DA system

Ø  Shortening of GSL à decrease in annual GPP, impact on 
water and energy budget.

Ø  Tropical forest and grass PFTs required improvement à 
lack of understanding of processes in moisture-driven 
regimes

Ø  MS optimisations able to give “global” parameter vector
Ø  TBMs need optimisation for phenology parameters in 

order to improve C, water, energy predictions
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